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1 To the 500th anniversary of the Girolamo Cardano.
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1 Introdution

Figure 0

The 16th entury had just begun when Girolamo Cardano (1501�1576), Italian mathematiian, physiist, philosop-

her, physiian (a real renaissane sholar) was born. His 1545 publiation titled Ars Magna ontains general formulae

for the roots of the ubi equation. Today, it is these formulae that Cardan's name is most often assoiated with,

though it is still unertain whether these disoveries were his own.
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Very few of us reognize Cardan as one of the most outstanding �gures of 16th-entury ryptography. This is

not so surprising, as it is natural that ryptography should be pursued inonspiuously. The stritly on�dential

orrespondene of kings and warlords used various ipher systems. As the more ompliated ipher tehniques, and

espeially the deryption of messages often require advaned mathematial skills, it an be expeted that the theoretial

bakground should be established in a large part by famous mathematiians.

Cardan developed a ipher system, then ompletely unknown, that is now alled Cardan's sreen. The suess of

Cardan's enryption sreen is best proved by the fat that is was still used 400 years later, in the middle of the 20th

entury, by the West-German intelligene servie (BND = Federal Information Servie.)

In this paper, after a short historial overview, we illustrate the priniple of Cardan's enryption sreen, and then

disuss several generalizations and a few mathematial properties of the grid.

Torh telegraphy and interval ipher

Cardan onduted a thorough researh of the ipher systems of the past, bak to antiquity. He found a text by

Polybius, a Greek historian of the 2nd entury BC, in whih the author desribes an interesting and ompletely unusual

tehnique.

Torh telegraphy by Polybius

Consider the 5 by 5 table in Figure 1.

Figure 1

The sender of the message needs 10 torhes, 5 for eah hand. He sends the message letter by letter, by holding up

as many torhes with his left hand as the number of the row, and with his right hand as the number of the olumn

ontaining the letter to be sent. For example, in the ase of the letter �s�, he holds 3 torhes in his left hand and 4 in

his right hand. Polybius was very proud of his method:

�This method was invented by Cleoxenus and Demoritus but it was enhaned by me�, he wrote.
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See Figure 0
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Aording to historians, Sipione del Ferro (1465�1526) had found the general solution for ubi equations and showed it to his

olleagues. That probably happened around 1515, when mathematial ompetitions were fashionable in Italy. A olleague of Ferro suggested

to Niolo Tartaglia (1500�1557), a mathematiian of great learning, that they should solve ubi equations. Tartaglia solved the equations

by the set deadline, but he did not reveal his tehnique. Cardan asked him so persistently for the method that �nally, he on�ded the

solution to Cardan, but he made Cardan swear to serey. Cardan broke his word and published the method in his Ars Magna, in 1545.

A bitter dispute started between Tartaglia and Cardan, and it remains unsettled to this day.
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